(3) The predefined numeric types INTEGER and FLOAT were supported along with LONG_INTEGER; however, type FIXED was not available at all, nor could users define their own INTEGER or FLOAT types. Also, type conversion from LONG_INTEGER to FLOAT was not supported.

(4) One particularly vexing deficiency was that CONSTRAINT_ERROR was not raised when an attempt was made to GET an object outside the range for its type. For example:

```
subtype HUMAN_AGE is
  NATURAL range 1..150;
AGE:
HUMAN_AGE;
.
.
GET(AGE); --200 is entered, no
  error message
PUT(AGE); --200 is printed
```

(5) The TeleSoft compiler did not support subprogram calls by named parameter association, only by positional association. This was potentially confusing when there were a lot of formal parameters.

These were some of the problems we encountered in the beginning course. As mentioned earlier, they did not cause undue hardship. In the advanced course, however, features of Ada that set it apart from other languages and that make it such an exciting and powerful language were simply not available.

(1) Separate compilation is, of course, an enormous aid to software development. Unfortunately, TeleSoft Ada did not support separate compilation at all, except that a package and a program using the package (via a "with" clause) could be compiled separately. However, the package specification and the body could not be compiled separately. If one modifies the package (either the specification or the body), then not only must the package be recompiled, but the accompanying program as well.

(2) The use of generics to write truly general and versatile software can be easily appreciated by students; unfortunately, this major feature of Ada was not supported either.

(3) The package CALENDAR was not available.

(4) Tasks types and defined constants were not allowed, nor "delay" or "abort" statements.

(5) Variant records, tasking, and renaming were not fully supported.

(6) Subunits of compilation units were not implemented. And the list goes on.

The problems in using a compiler that lacks so many features of a language are obvious. Perhaps the worst was that users became uncertain about whether they had written correct Ada that the compiler hadn't accepted, or whether they had simply written incorrect Ada. Students were constantly asking themselves, "Is it me, or is it TeleSoft?"

It must be stated that TeleSoft Ada Version 1.3 has since been superseded by Version 1.5 and Version 2.1. As of this writing (January 1985), we have had very little experience with either of the newer versions, but so far there do not appear to be major differences between 1.5 and 1.3. It is hoped that 2.1 will correct many of the problems found in the earlier versions.

David Rudd
Computer Science Dept.
University of New Orleans
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